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NEXIONA amplifies its message to Industrial Internet of Things customers at
Hannover Messe: BUILD YOUR PLATFORM, OWN YOUR DATA

NEXIONA will use its presence at Hannover Messe (Hall 008, D35) to show how its range of
MIIMETIQ solutions allow system integrators to build IoT applications and even platforms for
any type of Industrial customer with the flexibility to be hosted anywhere; on premise or on
cloud platforms such as IBM Bluemix, Microsoft Azure or Amazon Web Services.

Barcelona, Spain (PRWEB UK) 18 April 2017 -- This very flexible, and perhaps unique, approach, ‘BUILD
YOUR PLATFORM, OWN YOUR DATA’ gives the customer complete freedom over where their valuable
data is stored and eases concerns over security.

NEXIONA's range starts with its flagship MIIMETIQ COMPOSER, a powerful suite of tools and services
which enable System Integrators to quickly build enterprise level applications of any scale, using any type of
device and deployed anywhere.

Next in the range is MIIMETIQ LITE a very easy to use Proof of Concept builder, with simple Dashboards and
Rules & Actions. Used by System Integrators to get clients approval before seamlessly stepping up to the final
project using the more comprehensive toolset and scalability of MIIMETIQ COMPOSER.

Finally, MIIMETIQ EDGE; a flexible choice of where to install the platform means that this “All-in-One” IoT
Solution, where server, gateway and platform are combined, applies a comprehensive level of local monitoring,
control and analysis while filtering data so that only meaningful information, used for predictive maintenance
or further analysis, is passed to the data center or cloud platform.

MIIMETIQ EDGE runs on the powerful DELL EDGE GATEWAY 5000 and is available through Tech Data
and its channel partners worldwide.

‘We look forward to our first appearance at the Hannover Messe and welcome new System Integrators and
Industrial customers to come along and see practical demonstrations of how our customers are already enjoying
the benefits of owning their own IoT platform and having full control of their data’ Jeff Stewart, Director
Global Product Management, NEXIONA.

ABOUT NEXIONA

NEXIONA is a software manufacturer based in Barcelona (Spain) with an office in Oxford (UK). NEXIONA
creates software tools for System Integrators to connect, compose, control and integrate any type of hardware
and software to build private IoT platforms (deployed on cloud or on premise).

MIIMETIQ is the IoT technology developed by NEXIONA. Diverse clients such as Arqiva, Ricoh, IBM, Hipra,
Delphi, enjoy its flexibility, scalability and security. With an existing, and growing, bank of 120
communication protocols MIIMETIQ can integrate with any type of device or business system via any network.
MIIMETIQ thus solves one of the fundamental obstacles encountered by many system integrators; the
requirement to connect to a wide variety of ‘things’, collect data from them and use this in meaningful ways to
improve business outcomes.

http://www.prweb.com
http://nexiona.com/miimetiq-edge/
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For more information visit nexiona.com or follow us on Twitter.

http://www.prweb.com/disclaimer.htm
http://www.prweb.com
http://nexiona.com/
https://twitter.com/CONNECTOCRACY
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Contact Information
Mireia Leon
mireia.leba@gmail.com
+34 651763590

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.

http://www.prweb.com/disclaimer.htm
http://www.prweb.com
http://www.prweb.com/releases/nexiona/hannover-messe-2017/prweb14241987.htm

